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In Navea, north of Spain, a medieval arch bridge shows a 
visible distortion'. A stone falls down from the web of a 
gothic vault in a big parish church in Burgos (fig. 1)2, and 
a voussoir falls down from the rib of another gothic vault 
in Ovied0 3. An oval dome collapses in Zaragoza, though 
another four identical domes remain safe'. Sometimes the 
building has to support new, heavier loads. The ruin of the 
abandoned (since the 19th century) monastery of Mel6n 
should be consolidated, some vaults are rebuilt and the vis-
itors can walk over them 5. A Franciscan Convent is going 
to be turned into a Cultural Centre, the loads to be sup-
ported being multiplied by a factor of two 6. A little me-
dieval bridge is asked to support the weight of heavy lor-
ries 7. These are some of the cases I have studied in the last 
two decades, all of them referring to questions of structural 
safety. 
These are the kind of situations which often occur in the 
field of Historic Structures. They require a study and an an-
swer. This is no scholarly work (though in some cases new 
lines of future research will emerge). A judgement must be 
made by the expert and this judgement affects safety, econ-
omy, and in the last instance, people. As there are rarely 
unique answers, the judgement of the expert, then, can also 
be deemed as "ethical", if he proposes an intervention that 
is necessary and adequate (or, recommends no interven-
tion, judging the situation safe), or "non-ethical", if recom-
mends an unnecessary or disproportionate intervention. In 
relation to the monument, also, the proposal can be judged 
ethically; any intervention damaging seriously the charac-
ter of the monument may be labelled un-ethical. 
A THEORETICAL FRAME 
Any rational answer must be based in some kind of theory. 
The theory of masonry structures is, indeed, very old: the 
Pantheon, Hagia Sophia or the gothic cathedrals were not 
a matter of chance or the result of blind trial, but rather 
based on the knowledge of a Master builder. This knowl-
edge was not based on the laws of mechanics and strength 
of materials, but more on a sound knowledge of their craft. 
The knowledge was codified in geometrical rules: the 
old masters knew that safety is a matter of geometry. We 
shall see that this is rigorously correct. Could it have been 
otherwise? Could any modern engineer or architect, any 
builder, think that structural design was "a vicious circle of 
ignorance which remained closed until Galileo cut it"? 8 
The extraordinary success of masonry architecture through 
the ages demands a rational explanation; no construction 
stands centuries by miracle. We will use now the modern 
theory of structures. However, any structural theory is par-
ticular to the material and structural type: we cannot use 
elastic frame theory to understand masonry structures. 
THE MODERN THEORY OF MASONRY STRUCTURES 
Masonry structures are essentially different from the usual 
modern structures made of steel or reinforced concrete. 
The usual theory of structures taught in the Schools of 
Engineering or Architecture is useless to understand the 
behaviour of masonry architecture. 
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1 A stone falls down from the web of a gothic vault in a parish church in Burgos (Photo S. Huerta Ferndndez). 
In fact, a scientific theory of masonry structures developed 
since the end of the 17th century (Hooke 1675, La Hire 
1695,1712), was perfected and put to use at the end of the 
18th century (Coulomb) and was used for bridge design 
during the whole of the 19th century. The approach con-
sidered the material as discontinuous and looked for equi-
librium states in compression. With the arrival of graphic 
statics (Culmann 1866) engineers and architects were able 
to obtain easily balanced solutions and, eventually, whole 
complex buildings were analyzed (UngewitterlMohrmann 
1890)9. Of course, the masonry theory was regarded with 
great suspicion by the "cultivated" engineers who consid-
ered that only an elastic analysis was truly scientific. 
In the first half of the 20th century a new theory devel-
oped: the plastic theory (or limit analysis) emerged as a 
response to the limitations of elastic analysis. The apparent 
precision of elastic analysis was demonstrated false when 
comparing the results of theoretical elastic analysis with 
the observed deformations in real buildings 10. Indeed, the 
system of equations of equilibrium, elastic material and 
compatibility (boundary conditions) is extremely sensitive 
to very small changes, particularly of the boundary condi-
tions. It was demonstrated as impossible to know the "true" 
or "actual" state of the structure, as these small changes are 
unknown and essentially unknowable. 
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Two decades of experimental and theoretical work culmi-
nated in the 1950's in the formulation of the Fundamental 
Theorems of Plastic Analysis. The Safe (or lower bound) 
Theorem solved the problem: a structure is safe if it is pos-
sible to find an equilibrium or balanced solution which 
does not violate the yield condition of the material (for 
example, in a framed structure, the bending moments are 
less or equal than the full plastic moment). In 1966, pro-
fessor Heyman discovered that the Analysis of Masonry 
structures could be incorporated within the frame of Limit 
Analysis if the material masonry satisfies certain condi-
tions: 1. masonry is infinitely strong, 2. has no tensile 
strength and 3. sliding is impossible. A material of this 
kind is called "standard" and the Fundamental Theorems 
are true. 
The main corollary of the Safe Theorem is that equilibrium 
analysis is possible (Heyman's equilibrium approach)11; 
that is, for usual structural assumptions (small deforma-
tions, ductile, stable behaviour), to demonstrate that a ma-
sonry structure is safe we only need to find an equilibrium 
solution with compressive internal forces (this validates 
the late 19th century graphical analysis). There is no need 
to make statements of compatibility. Equilibrium analysis 
of structures which supports mainly its load, lead directly 
to geometrical statements of the same kind as were used by 
the old Master builders. 
The modern theory of masonry structures is ignored or 
questioned today by many engineers and architects, not-
withstanding the overwhelming experimental and theo-
retical evidence. In what follows I will describe briefly the 
theory with a view of making some remarks at the end 
about ethical behaviour in relation to masonry structures. 
THE MATERIAL MASONRY 
The material of historic architecture is not simply stone or 
brick, but stones or bricks plus a certain mortar and bond-
ed in a certain way. We can produce a great variety of ma-
sonry using the same stone, from irregular rubble to ashlar 
masonry, passing through Roman concrete. Besides, ma-
sonry elements are composite structures. Maybe the best 
example is the medieval wall (fig. 2b). The wall consisted 
of an external parament, made of ashlar masonry, and circa 
one foot thick (25-30 cm); the stone is usually of a certain 
quality as it must withstand the atmospheric agents (wind, 
rain, freezing). On the interior, we find another parament, 
maybe of the same thickness or less, usually built with low 
quality stone as it is protected. Between both paraments 
there is a filling made of irregular rubble masonry. 
The question is : What properties can be assigned to such a 
material? The assignment of classical elastic constants will 
be, simply, nonsensical. The material is by its own nature 
discontinuous, irregular, with an unknown (and unknow-
able) internal constitution, cracked, with different qualities 
of mortar which present, along the centuries, different lev-
els of deterioration. However, we need to make some state-
ments about the material if we want to make a structural 
analysis. The fundamental statement is evident: Masonry 
is a material that must work in compression and has no 
tensile strength. 
The next question will be what is the compressive strength 
of a certain masonry, made of a certain stone with a certain 
mortar. It is an impossible question to answer due to the 
essential irregular nature of the masonry. Fortunately, it is 
unimportant. The stress levels in masonry buildings are vey 
low and strength is very rarely a problem. Two observa-
tions may serve to prove that stresses are very low. First, 
we can use an 18th-19th century parameter to measure the 
crushing strength of stone: the height of column of uni-
form section which will crush at the bottom. The value of 
this limit height is simply: 
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2 a) Section through a medieval building; b) and c) detail of a roman 
and medieval wall (Viollet-le-Duc 1858). 
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where y is the specific weight and (\ is the crushing 
strength. For a medium sandstone with y = 20 kN/m3 and 
(\ = 20 N/mm2, the limit height is 1000 m or 1 km! The 
maximum sizes are one or two order of magnitude over 
the dimensions of even the greatest masonry buildings and 
bridges , It is to be expected, then, that stresses are indeed 
very low. It is remarkable, for example, that Benouville 
found in his analysis of Beauvais cathedral a stress of only 
1.3 N/mm2 at the foot of the columns supporting the 
highest gothic vaults (48 m)12. 
EQUILIBRIUM IN COMPRESSION 
The requirement that the internal forces must be compres-
sive forces implies that in every joint the stress resultant 
must be contained within the masonry. If the thrust ap-
proaches the border, then, a hinge tends to form. If we 
consider the material with infinite strength, the thrust 
could be applied at the surface of the masonry. The locus 
of the position of the thrust for a certain family of sections 
is called the line of thrust (fig. 3aJ. This line is a graphical 
representation of the equilibrium equations. The material 
imposes that the line must be contained within the ma-
sonry as it appears. When the line of thrust touches the 
border a "hinge" forms . 
Safety, then, is a matter of geometry: it is achieved if it 
is possible to draw a line of thrust contained comfort-
ably within the masonry, In Figure 3b, in the middle, the 
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5 Static analysis of vaults using the ''slicing technique': illustrated by hanging models: a) and b) Domes (St. Peters); c) Cross vaults (Heyman 1995; 
Poleni 1748). 
wall is in a dangerous situation (any increase of the in-
clined force on top will produce the collapse), though the 
stresses at the foot may be very low. Curiously, safety is 
achieved increasing the load on the structure. This device 
of buttressing by loading was well known by the old master 
builders 13. In a buttress subject to a certain load the line of 
thrust is unique: we can calculate in every section the posi-
tion of the stress resultant (however, we will be in trouble if 
we try to know the stress distribution, which will be greatly 
influenced by the actual constitution of the joint, the pres-
ence of stone wedges, the partial degradation of the mor-
tar, the irregularities of the stone beds, etc.). The buttress is 
a statically determined (isostatic) structure. 
EQUILIBRIUM OF THE ARCH 
With the arch it is different. Simple static considerations 
will show that it is possible to draw infinite thrust lines 
within the masonry, corresponding to infinite possible 
equilibrium solutions in compression. The arch is a stati-
cally indeterminate, hyperstatic, structure. We can examine 
briefly the statics. In Figure 4, we have an Etruscan vous-
soir arch. Stones were cut and set on a centring. When the 
centring is lowered the stones tend to fall but remain static 
due to the mutual thrusts which equilibrate from voussoir 
to voussoir. If we establish the equilibrium of any voussoir, 
we will see that the horizontal component of the thrust 
must remain constant: the thrust at the abutments is an 
inclined force, "the arch never sleeps", always is thrusting 
against the abutments. 
The study of the equilibrium of more complex forms of 
vaults can be reduced, thanks to the Safe Theorem, to the 
study of a system of arches or blocks. Then, we may imagine 
a dome divided in arches by cutting it for meridian planes. 
Every two opposed lunes or "orange slices" form an arch; if 
the thrust line is inside the arch then, the dome divided in 
arches is stable and, per force, the real dome must be stable. 
In the case of a gothic cross vault, we may cut also the bar-
rels into elementary arches which transmit their weight 
to the diagonal arches and, then, to the springing [fig. 51. 
Again, a hanging model helps to understand the equilib-
rium (hanging models were used extensively by Gaudi to 
design his masonry structures). 
CRACKS 
An arch thrust against the abutment [fig. 6al. The forces 
are transmitted to the foundations and eventually must be 
resisted by the soil. To produce the stresses to equilibrate 
these forces the soil must consolidate and settle. The arch 
in the figure must adapt to a certain increase of the span. 
To do this, the arch cracks: a crack form at the keystone, 
opening downwards, and two other cracks at the spring-
ing (in this case) opening upwards [fig. 6bl. The cracks 
can form because of the properties of masonry: very good 
(infinite) compressive strength, no tensile strength and 
no sliding. Three hinges form and the three-hinged arch 
is perfectly stable. Any movement of the abutments will 
cause a certain pattern of cracks. However, never more 
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6 Cracking of a masonry arch due to a small yielding 0/ the abutments 
(Heyman 1995). 
than three hinges form, and the arch remain stable, being 
unaffected by these small movements. In every case, there 
is a different thrust line, that is, a different solution of in-
ternal forces in equilibrium with the loads. The changes are 
drastic: a joint which in one case has a central thrust may 
have, after a little movement, a hinge. 
Now, the crucial point is this : very small movements of 
the abutments (changes in the boundary conditions) lead 
to radical changes in the internal forces. And these move-
ments are impossible to predict. The usual assumption of 
an arch on rigid abutments (no displacement, no rotation) 
is just impossible to obtain in practice. Cracking is what 
gives plasticity to masonry. Cracks are not the prelude 
of the ruin, nor dangerous, but they are natural in a no-
tension (unilateral) material. The possibility of cracking is 
essential to the survival of any masonry structure. Besides, 
cracks give us most valuable information on the behaviour 
of the structure. 
The different types of vaults have different patterns of 
cracking. For example, in domes, the usual crack patterns 
correspond to a small yielding outwards of the dome sup-
porting structure (maybe a drum). These tiny radial dis-
placements will inevitable produce meridian cracks. This 
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happened in the dome of the Pantheon (fig. 7), when 
the plaster was removed for restoration at the beginning 
of 20th century, large cracks appeared. It is obvious that 
these cracks occurred during the period of settlement of . 
masonry and foundations, say, 20 years after the termina-
tion of the building. They have been present, though hid-
den, for more than 1900 years. May we agree that they are 
not dangerous? 
Gothic vaults present also typical cracks. The drawing by 
Abraham shows the three main types of cracks: keystone 
cracks, Sabouret's cracks and wall cracks (fig. 81. Heyman 
has explained their origin as a consequence, again, of a 
small yielding of the abutment system. These cracks are 
necessary for the structure to adapt to the "aggression" of 
the environment, and, as with the cracks in arches and 
domes, not only are not dangerous, but they give plasticity 
to the structure. In many cases, the cracks has been filled 
and covered by plaster, but the eye of the expert will find 
them. 
The distortion of the vault may give rise to some local 
problems, particularly if the vault has suffered abandon 
and the entry of water. The joints may have deteriorated, 
the mortar partly disappeared, and, eventually, some stone 
from the webs or the ribs can fall down. This will not com-
promise the stability of the vault as a whole; though it 
is potentially dangerous to the prayers (fig. 1 I. A master 
mason, working on a light scaffold, will easily "re-position" 
some stones and replace the deteriorated mortar or even 
light up some ribs or keystones so that the vault recovers 
its geometry and strength. 
Any masonry building is also cracked as before and the 
cracks may be visible, or they can be hidden behind plaster 
or a new ashlar parament. Viollet-le-Duc expressed beau-
tifully this capacity of masonry buildings to adapt them-
selves to a changing environment: 
Ce squelette est rigide ou flexible, suivant le besoin et la 
place; il cede ou resiste; il semble posseder une vie, car il 
obeit a des forces contraires, et son immobilite n'est obtenue 
qu'au moyen del'equilibre de ces forces ( ... ) 14. 
FEAR, IGNORANCE AND ETHICS 
At the beginning of this contribution we have described 
some problems of intervention. I believe that now we may 
have another perspective. There are several possibilities. 
It may be that there is no problem at all (the medieval 
bridge is stable and has been in its distorted form for 
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7 a) Typical cracks in a dome (Heyman 1995); b) and c) Cracks in the Pantheon. The cracks were hidden until the removal of the plaster for restoration 
(Terenzio 1933). 
several centuries); the problem may be local (the voussoir 
or stone which falls down from a gothic vault); the prob-
lem may have been produced by a badly made interven-
tion (the removal of some wooden struts which supported 
the heavy lantern of the dome in Zaragoza); and, finally, 
it may be that the situation is serious (there is real danger, 
the structure can collapse and could provoke loss oflife). 
In the case of a necessary intervention, there are also some 
possibilities. It may be that the problem is originated by a 
concrete factor that can be solved readily with safety and 
economy of means. But the same problem can be solved at 
great expense, making unnecessary studies, dismounting a 
big part of the structure, erecting heavy scaffolds ... Also, 
the proposed intervention can be respectful towards the 
monument, without modifying its nature, or may be ag-
gressive, introducing arbitrarily large amounts of modern 
materials. The expert, then, is handling not only a technical 
problem, but an ethical problem. We may all agree that a 
big unnecessary intervention is non-ethical. That to solve 
a non-existent problem is non-ethical. That to promote an 
expensive invasive intervention when a more cheap and re-
spectful one is possible is non-ethical. That to involve the 
mass media to alarm the population, when there is no such 
urgency, is non-ethical. It will also be non-ethical not to 
denounce a really dangerous situation! We are faced with 
fear, ignorance and greed. 
FEAR 
The main problem is fear, and cracks are a good example 
to gauge the fear and its consequences. We have seen that 
cracks are natural in a non-tension material. Cracks are 
"good" because they afford the building the possibility to 
adapt to the aggressions of the environment. Cracks give 
a lot of information with reference to the actual behaviour 
of the structure. 
This contrasts radically with our appreClatlOn of cracks. 
We labelled cracks as "lesions" or "damages"; we speak of 
"pathologies", pathology being the study of diseases. Old 
buildings are cracked and, therefore, are "ill", and they 
require urgent intervention. We try to stop the cracks in 
many fanciful ways, perhaps "nailing" the crack with cramps 
(a popular and completely useless intervention which will 
break the stones). Cracked arches are many times stitched 
with steel or carbon fibre bars, anchored with Portland ce-
ment (before) and, now, with epoxy. The aim is to convert 
the arch in a monolith which weakens and eventually dam-
age the arch, because it reduces or eliminates its plasticity. 
A cracked building, completely safe, may be the object of 
intense (unnecessary) study, simply because the cracks are 
interpreted as a sign of danger and of future ruin. 
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IGNORANCE 
The origin of the fear which cracking produces lies in our 
ignorance of the true nature of masonry. There are no ex-
cuses for this ignorance. Cracks were considered as some-
thing normal by all the writers on architecture and con-
struction. Only in very special cases, like in St. Peter's, the 
cracking caused some concern 15. 
As we have seen the theory of masonry arches and vaults is 
three hundred years old. The modern theory which explains 
the crucial role of cracking in the plasticity of masonry 
buildings is already fifty years old. We may enunciate a law, 
analogous to the sentence cited by Tredgold (1831) with 
reference to the ignorance of practice of some engineers 
(mainly French): "the stability of a building is inversely 
proportional to the science of the builder". Paraphrasing 
this, we may say: "the knowledge about masonry structures 
is inversely proportional to the fear of cracks". 
Ignorance leads to fear. The reaction to fear is "defensive", 
and it may be "aggressive". We see in many interventions 
today the consequences of both responses. Suddenly, 
buildings which have stood for centuries with minimal 
maintenance are in imminent danger. However, the force 
of gravity has not changed sensibly, nor the usual loads of 
wind, snow, etc. It also does not appear that the seismic 
risk has increased. 
The tempo of a big substantial maintenance intervention 
was, historically, around 100-150 years. In the Pantheon, 
the previous intervention to that of Terenzio was ca. 
175016 ; Piranesi drew the rotating scaffold for the restora-
tion of the intrados which represented the hidden relieving 
arches at their springing. It is significant that he drew no 
cracks! Thanks to the high-tech approach of intervention, 
we have divided this tempo by a factor of five. Anyone 
working in restoration is repairing buildings which were 
repaired 20 years ago and it is not uncommon that part 
of the intervention is trying to remove the "reinforcement" 
added before. 
ETHICS 
We have, then, a problem of ethics. We must change our 
attitude to historic masonry buildings, increasing our 
knowledge about them. If the reaction to ignorance is 
fear, the reaction to knowledge is respect and appreciation. 
This knowledge is contained in the old architectural and 
engineering treatises which has survived partially in cer-
tain masonry circles and is evident in the buildings them-
selves.This knowledge allowed the maintenance of historic 
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architecture for centuries or millennia. There are a lot of 
arguments in favour of the use of traditional techniques 
whenever possible. Modern techniques should be used 
with moderation. 
Finally, we should mention a taboo topic in restoration: 
the problem of greed (money). This is also big business, 
like urban planning or residence construction, which 
moves huge amounts of money. In many occasions, the ex-
perts working in this field suffer a lot of direct or indirect 
pressure to make great, massive and expensive interven-
tions. We should be aware that it is not uncommon that a 
cocktail of "ignorance, fear and greed" occurs. It should be 
counteracted by knowledge, respect and responsibility, the 
goal being always the adequate maintenance and care of 
our monuments . 
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8 a} Cracks in gothic cross vaults (Abraham 1934); b} Cracks in Amiens (Photo 1. Tarrio); c} Explanation of the origin of the cracks (Heyman 1995). 
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